Visiting WDET Studios

**ADDRESS**

4600 Cass Avenue
Detroit, MI 48201

**View on map:** https://goo.gl/maps/EHQ5rP9GkBBgrmcK7

WDET is located on Wayne State University’s campus in Midtown Detroit on the first floor of University Towers (a 10-story, golden glass apartment building).

The entrance to WDET will be on your right along a winding driveway along the north side of the building.

**PARKING**

Directly across from the station entrance is a Parking Structure 8. Pull into the structure and take a parking ticket and **please bring your ticket into the station for validation.**

WDET’s receptionist will let you into the building during business hours which are weekdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. To be admitted after hours or during weekends, use the buzzer to your right in the vestibule to notify the on-air host that you have arrived.

Upon leaving, provide your parking ticket to be validated. To exit the parking structure, you must first take your validated ticket to the pay machine within the structure itself **before** exiting the structure in your vehicle. The closest pay machine is located near the staircase to your right as you re-enter the structure. After entering the validated ticket, you will be given a receipt ticket that will allow you to exit the parking structure.

If you have any questions or need of assistance, please contact WDET’s front desk at 313-577-4146.